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INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM ICE AND 

OTHER PROTON-CONTAINING SUBSTANCES 

By BRUNO DORNER 

(Institut Laue-Langevin , I56X, Centre de Tri , 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France) 

ABSTRACT. A brief introduction to neutron scattering is given with sp ecial emphas is on the difference 
between coherent a nd incoherent contributions. The following report o f recent work on ice contains the 
determination a nd verification of some ph on on d isp ersion curves, a nd outlines the state of the a rt on diffuse 
sca ttering due to the proton disorder. R esults on " two-dimensional ice" in copper formate tetrahydrate 
are of great interes t as this sys tem exhibits a phase transformation below which the protons a re ordered. 
The study of ro tational diffusion and of the tunnel splitting of the rotationa l ground sta te of m olecules which 
contain protons is discussed in some deta il. These investigations a re now possible with very high energy 
resolution D.E ~ 5 X 10- 8 eV (4 X 10- 4 cm- [ or 12 MHz). 

R EsUME. Diffusion inelastique des neutrons dalls la glace ou dalls d'autres substances cOlltellallt des protolls. Vne 
breve introduction est consacree a la diffusion des neutrons et nous insistons plus particulierement sur la 
difference entre les contributions coherentes et incoh erentes. Dans cet a rticle rel a tif a des travaux n~cents 
sur la glace, nous presentons la d etermination et la ver ifica tion de quelques courbes de disp ersion par les 
phonons e t d egageons les bases d e la technique d e dispersion diffuse due au desordre pro tonique. Des 
resultats correspondant a une " glace bidimensionnell e" dans le sys tem e cui vre-formate-tetrahydrate sont 
d'un grand intert'!t car un tel systeme presente une transformation de phase au-dessous de laq uell e les protons 
sont ordonnes. L'etude de la diffusion rota tionnelle e t du c1 ivage par e ffet tunnel du niveau rota tionnel 
fondamental d es molecules dotees de protons, est discutee de fa~on quelque peu deta illee. Ce type d ' investi
gation es t main tenant possible avec une tres haute resolution en energie: D.E ~ 5.10- 8 eV (4.10- 4 cm- [ 
ou 12 MHz) . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. lllelastische Neutrollcllstrellullg VO Il Eis 1l11d allderen protollellhaltigen Substallzen . Es wird 
eine kurze EinfLihrung in die Neutronenstreuung gegeben mit besonde l"em Hinweis auf d e n Vnterschied 
zwischen koharentem und inkoh a rentem Beitrag. D e l" folgende Bericht Ober neuere Arbeiten an Eis entha lt 
die Bestimmung und Besta tigung von einigen Phononen-Dispersions-Kurven und zeigt d en Stand der 
Untersuchungen der diffusen Streuu ng, die von d er Unordnung der Protonen herrOhrt. Ergebnisse an 
"zwei-dimensiona lem Eis" in Kupfe r-Format-Tetra h yd ra t sind von grossem Interesse, da dieses System einen 
PhasenObergang aufweist, unterhalb dessen die Protonen geordnet sind. Untersuchungen d er R ota tions
diffusion und d er Tunnelaufspa ltung des Rota tionsgrundzustandes von MolekOlen, die Proto nen enthalten. 
werden im Einzel nen diskutiert. Diese Messungen sind neuerdings moglich mit sehr hoher Energieauflosung 
!J.E ~ 5.10- 8 eV (4.10- 4 cm- [ oder 12 MHz). 

INTRODUCTION 

One may say that neutron scattering is now a well-established technique. Nevertheless, 
in recent years the progress towards better resolution in instrumenta tion has been considerable. 
The Institut Laue-Langevin possesses one of the most sophisticated high-flux reactors in the 
world. T he beam time on such instruments is much in demand by outside users. 

As far as neutron scattering from ice is concerned there are not many new results to be 
r eported. The reason is probably that ice is a very complicated substance and even with the 
best energy resolution available today, for example, the study of the dynamics of proton or 
d euteron diffusion in ice is still impossible. 

In this paper I will give a brief introduction to diffuse and inelas tic scattering (D omer and 
Comes, 1977) explaining the coherent and incoherent components in the scattered intensity. 
Then I will present a summary of recent work on ice, and finally I would like to explain high
resolution inelastic neutron scattering by giving two examples: (i) the microscopic mechanism 
of rotational diffusion in solid adamantane, and (ii) tunnelling between the rotational ground 
states of NH 4 in NH4Cl04 at low temperature. I include this latter part because I expect that 
many participants at this conference are interested in the results of investigations into the 
positions and movements of protons within solids. 
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NEUTRON SCATTERING 

The intensity scattered with a momentum transfer IiQ is described by the scattering law 
S(Q ) . S (Q ) is the square of the sum of all amplitudes of the scattered waves from the'; nuclei, 

S (Q ) = 1 'L bj exp ( - Wj) exp (iQ· (Ri + Uj)) 1
2, ( I) 

J 

where bj and exp (-Wj) are the scattering length and the Debye- Waller factor of nucleus j. 
R j + V j is the actual position of nucleus j. The summation is carried out over the entire 
crystal. If we assume a periodic structure (i.e. a single crystal), then R j is the periodic position 
and V j the displacement from it. In a periodic structure the sum over the crystal can be 
replaced by a sum over the crystalline unit cell. 

If we expand Eq ua tion (I) for small V j we obtain 

S(Q ) = 1 I bj exp(-wj + iQ·Ri I2 + 1 'Lbj (Q·Vj) exp(-wj + iQ·Rj)l z. (2) 
j J 

The summations are now carried out over the unit cell. Linear terms in U vanish at <V ) = o. 
The first expression gives the Bragg intensities, which are localized as o-functions in reciprocal 
space. It may contain elastic incoherent scattering depending on the bi's as discussed later. 
Our main interest lies in the second part which we call the diffuse scattering Sd(Q ), because 
intensity may occur for every Q depending on the U 's . 

Expanding Equation (2) there will be expressions blh and bj z• If different species of 
atoms are found at land k in their particular symmetry positions within the unit cell , then 
there is no problem. But if different isotopes of the same element occupy sites land k, or if 
at l the spin of the neutron is parallel to the spin of the nucleus and at k anti parallel , then bl 

may be much different from bk . Unfortunately the isotopes or spin configurations are usually 
randomly distributed over the sites. To avoid this difficulty we define a linearly averaged 
scattering length 0 for each element and call it the coherent scattering length. We also define 
a quadratic average bz and obtain the so-called incoherent cross-section 47T(bz- OZ ) per 
element. The diffuse scattering then reads 

Su (Q ) = n I (bjZ-oJZ)(Q. Vj )2 exp ( - 2Wj)2 + 
j + 1 4: OJ (Q· Vj ) exp( - wi + iQ·Rj) Iz. (3) 

Here n is the number of unit cells and again, the summation is carried out over the unit cells. 
The first term is the incoherent part of the diffuse scattering, being just the sum over the 
incoherent intensity of each atom without any interference between different atoms. Quite 
often the incoherent contribution is registered in the measurement as an unwanted back
ground to the coherent intensity described by the second term of Equation (3). 

INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM ICE 

Recent work, which will be reviewed in this section, has analysed the coherent scattering 
from DzO (H 20 has an overwhelming incoherent cross-section). The V j in Equation (3) 
mayor may not be time-dependent. If they are time-dependent, they may be diffusive wi th a 
relaxation time T or oscillatory with a frequency v. In the oscillatory case a particular Vj is 
described by the sum over the amplitudes of all the lattice vibrations (phonons). The fre
quency-wavelength (V- A) relationship of the lattice vibrations gives the phonon dispersion 
curves. There are a lways 3N dispersion branches for each phonon wavevector q, N is the 
number of atoms per unit cell. In ice Ih there are 36 branches as there are four molecules per 
unit cell. 

Phonon dispersion curves have been reported by Renker (1973) who compared his 
experimental results with his lattice dynamics calculations. These calculations were based 
on the simplifying assumption that the mass of the D 2 0 molecule is concentrated onto the 
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oxygen site. The H-bonds a re expressed in particular force constants. The model has only 
four particles per unit cell and hence calcula tes only 12 dispersion branches. The fit to the 
measured low-frequency bra nches was very good , because in these modes the molecules move 
as a whole. The branches no t calculated were librations a nd intramolecula r vibrations. 

A la ttice d ynamics model with four real m olecules per unit cell (Bosi a nd others, 1973) has 
been calcula ted for ordered protons (or orientationally-ordered molecules) . This model 
predicts well-defined dispersion branches in the frequen cy region 240- 3 00 cm- I, where 
libra tions and transla tions m ay couple to each other. This prediction will a lso have to be 
modified , because the orienta tional disorder is expected to broaden the librations, and, b y 
coupling, the la ttice modes as well. 

Wong a nd others (1973), on the other ha nd, cstimate tha t the interac tion between static 
a nd transition dipoles should destroy the tra nsla tional pla n e-wave modes above 240 cm- I. 
This means tha t collective excitations with well-defined dispersions should disappear above 
2 4 0 cm- I to be replaced by a broad band of excita tions. 

T o cla rify this problem R enker and Pa risot (1976) p erformed an inelastic neutron
sca ttering experiment on the hot-source three-axis spectrom eter IN I of the Institut La ue
Langevin. The results at go K (Fig. I) show two extremely fla t phonon branches at 220 and 
2 8 4 cm- I. The ha tched regions indicate the width of the phonon groups which were broader 
than the experimental resolution. The flat dispersion could lead to the interpretation that 
they represent Einstein oscilla tions of single molecules. R enker and Pa risot (1976) found 
intensity variations between one Brillouin zone in reciprocal space and the next. T hese 
intensity varia tions are produced by an eigenvector of the excitation within the unit cell. 
The authors conclude tha t these excita tions ha ve a short life time but within on e oscillation the 
different a toms in the unit cell maintain a mplitude and phase rela tions which are given by 
this eigenvector. The intensity variation could not be described by R enker 's (1973) model 
which clea rl y sta tes tha t the deuterium ions a lready play a n important role in these modes. 
Above 410 cm- I Renker and Parisot (1976) found a broad spectrum of lib ra tional excita tions 
with weak m axima at 410 a nd 480 cm- I. Apparently, it is the disorder or the lack of transla 
tional symmetry which does not a llow collective librations of long lifetime. 
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Fig. I. Phol1on dispersion ill hexagonal ice. N ew results from three-axis spectrometer (open circles) together with preliminary 
TOF data (crosses ). The solid lines are ajit if a four-parameter valence force field to the data (R enker, 1976). 
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DIFFUSE NEUTRON SCATTERING 

As stated earlier the V j's in Equation (3) mayor may not be time-dependent. For 
neutrons, resolution (estimation of the length of the neutron wavepacket) d etermines whether 
the time-dependence can be investigated or not. If U j varies during the time in which the 
neutron wavepacket is passing by, then the time-dependence can be seen by inelastic scatter
ing. The relaxation time 'T of the proton disorder at - 10°C is about 10-5 s (Schmidt, 1973), 
which is much too long to be analysed at present. 

The disorder of the protons in ice Ih described by their Vj' s gives rise to diffuse scattering, 
as shown by the coherent part of Equation (3) , which is elastic as far as available resolution is 
concerned. 

Villain and Schneider ( 1973) have presented model calculations and a few experimental 
results on DzO, and Kamb (1973) reported preliminary results on DzO by Axe and Hamilton. 
Since then Schneider (unpublished) has collected many data relating to different sheets in 
reciprocal space. The data could be explained qualitatively by the model of Villain (1970). 
J. D. Axe (private communication) tried to Fourier transform his intensity distribution to 
obtain a correlation function of the Uj's in real space, but the results were not satisfying. The 
major problem is the subtraction of the background. There is a considerable and unavoidable 

Fig. 2 . Schematic structure of a waler layer in. copper formate tetrahy drate below To (rollngblood and Axe, in press ). 

incoherent contribution everywhere and a coherent inelastic contribution from acoustic modes 
near the Bragg points. C lose to the Bragg points, the knowledge of the diffuse intensity distri
bution is crucial as this intensity should vanish along symmetry directions due to the ice rule, 
as well as there being a small singularity at Bragg positions (Villain, 1970). Descamps and 
Coulon (1977) calculate the diffuse intensity distribution by the weak graph-expansion 
technique. The calculated patterns are very similar to those of Villain and Schneider (1973). 
Differences are in symmetry directions, along which Villain found vanishing intensity. 

Recently Youngblood and Axe (in press) measured the diffuse neutron scattering in 
deuterated copper formate tetrahydrate (CFT). This substance contains layers of water 
molecules as seen schematically in Figure 2. Each layer may be considered as two-dimensional 
ice. Three out of four hydrogen bonds are in the layer and one is perpendicular (at site 11) . 
The protons (deuterons) are disordered above 248 K (phase transition temperature To for 
deuterated CFT) and ordered below. Figure 2 gives the ordered structure where a ferro
electric polarization along b appears within one layer. The sign of the polarization alternates 
from layer to layer so that the three-dimensional order is antiferroelectric. The diffuse 
scattering (Fig. 3) above To in the H- K plane is essentially independent of L. The pattern is 
similar to ice Ih as the intensity disappears at the centres of the Brillouin zones. This is 
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INTENSITY 

H 
Fig. 3 . D iffuse scattering intensity from disordered deuterium ill copper formale tetrahy drate around (0, 4, 1.5) at 261 K 

( r ollllgblood and Axe, in press). 

understood, as the polarization for q = 0 is a conserved quantity due to the ice rules (AlIen, 
1974) · Below To, superla ttice peaks a ppeared a t (H , K , L + t ) and the diffuse scattering was 
almost invisible, indicating that the molecules had ordered. The absence of critical scattering 
at (H , K , L + t) above To is understood in terms of a dimer model (Youngblood, in press) 
which incorpora tes the ice rule. A correla tion function for the dimers h as not yet been cal
cula ted. Therefore the details of the intensity distribution have not ye t been compared to 
predictions by models. 

So far I have reported the recent n eutron work on ice Ih which has com e to my knowledge. 
This sec tion has dealt with the coherent part of the scattering. 

TH E E LASTIC INCO H E RE NT STRUCT UR E F A CT OR 

For the rest of th is paper I wi ll discuss the information which one can get from the 
incoherent part of Equa tion (3), or m ore precisely from the interaction of the neutron with one 
pa rticu la r proton. W e will take the example of adam anta ne CIOH'6 which is a rather spherical 
m olecu le and performs rotational d iffusion with a relaxa tion time T in the high-temperature 
phase a bove 208 K . In this case the U j in Equa tion ( I) for a pa rticu lar proton is time
dependent . The Fourier transform of the time dependence gives the energy dependence of the 
incoherent scattering law (Sk6Id , 1968 ; Stockmeyer and Stiller , 1968; Leadbetter a nd 
Lechner, in press) 

Both summations are carried out over the number of protons per molecule. 
T he function F d epends on Q, on the orienta tion of Q to Uj and on the radius on which 

the pro ton j is d iffusing . If we integra te over w , we ge t 

Sinc(Q ) = J Si nc (Q , w) dw = n(b2 - 02 ) exp ( - 2W) ] , (5) 

where] is the number of protons per molecule. 
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Fig. 4. H igh-energy resolution measurement on adamantane. The purely elastic part (Gaussian shape ) appears on top of the 
inelastic (often called quasi-elastic ) part (L orentzian shape) . The solid line is a computer fit to the data (Lecllller and 
Heidemann, 1976) . 

If T is long and the experimental resolution too poor, then the integration is done im
m ediately by the measurement and no Q-dependent structure can be seen. The wavepacket 
of the neutron is too short to see the movement of the proton. In ice Ih at - rooe, T ~ 10 - 5 s 
(Schmidt, 1973) which is too long to be resolved even by high-resolution instruments, but if 
the resolution is very good, one can separate the elas tic part (S( w) in Equation (4)) from the 
inelastic part (second part of Equation (5)) . By the standards of n eutron scattering, very high 
resolution is necessary to obtain data as seen in Figure 4 (Lechner and Heidemann, 1976). 
The elastic pa rt (Gaussian, resolution of the instrument) appears on top of the inelastic part 
(Lorentzian). T could be determined as a function of temperature (Lechner, 1976). At the 
moment, investigations are limited to T < ro- 7 s. 

INCCHERENT ELASTIC STRUCTURE FACTOR 

8 

Fig. 5. Elastic incoherent structure fac tors in adamantane. 0 are experimental points with statistical error bars, .. . rotational 
diffusion model, --four:fold rotation model, - - - three:fold rotation model. Arrows illdicate positions of Bragg peaks 
(Lechner and Heidemann, 1976) . 
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Interesting information is contained in the function F, the "elastic incoherent structure 
factor" . This is the sum of the Fourier transforms of the density distribution of each single 
proton (which may be smeared over a sphere or distributed over several sites) if the molecule 
performs rotational jumps. The essential for obtaining purely elastic scattering is that the 
density stays finite for t ~ 00. In other words, the proton has to stay with the molecule and 
the molecule in the lattice. The same holds for a proton in a H-bond. 

In the case of adamantane the open question concerned the kind of rotational diffusion. 
Was it continuous diffusion on a sphere, jump rotations around four-fold axes, or jump 
rotations around three-fold axes? The function F was calculated for the three models and 
compa red with the measured F (Fig. 5) (Lechner and H eidemann, 1976). It could be 
concluded that the adamantane molecule performs jump diffusion around four-fold axes. 

Besides the mentioned length of T , another difficulty arises if the sites over which the proton 
is smeared are close together, because in this case the interference pattern in F a ppears at large 
momentum transfer IQI, which is difficult to obtain together with high-energy resolution. 

TUNNELLING BETWEEN ROTATIONAL GROUND STATES 

The incoherent scattering from a proton arises because the scattering lengths depend on 
the neutron- proton spin configuration, i.e. parallel or antiparallel. In an unpolarized proton 
system one-third of the incoherent scattering takes place without spin flip , and two-thirds 
with spin flip . For molecules containing protons this m eans that an incoherent scattering 
process can change the total nuclear spin I of the molecule by !11 = 0, ± I . The energy 
levels for rotational motion of molecules depend generally on the total nuclear spin I. A 
well-known example is th at of para- and ortho-hydrogen. In the neutron-scattering experi
ment one will obtain energy transfers associated with !11 = ± I and with t>.I = 0 if different 
states, for the same total spin I , are not degenerate (A lefeld and others, 1975 ; Press and 
Kollma r, [975 ; Hillier , [977 ). From the transition energies the molecular-level schem e, 
and in simple cases the corresponding rotational potential, can be derived. 

The tunnel splitting of the NH 4-librational groundstate in H4C lO~ has been measured 
by high-resolu tion inelastic neutron scattering by Prager a nd others (1976) . Figure 6 shows 
the energy transfers in gain and loss at 5 K. Energy gain a nd loss is equa lly probable as these 
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Fig. 6. High-energy resolution spectrum of N H4ClO. at 5 K. A derh'ed level scheme is inserted, where A has the total sp ill 
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Fig. 7. High-energy resolution spectra cif N H.CIO. at variolls temperatures (Prager alld others , I976). 

low energies are still small compared with temperature. The level scheme indicates the 
transitions. From the measurements it is concluded that the potential of the NH4 + ion in 
NH4CI04 is three-dimensional. The splitting of the Tlevels (I = I ) shows that the rotational 
potential is of a symmetry lower than tetrahedral. 

With increasing temperature the quantum-mechanical tunnel splitting should go over into 
the classical rotational-j ump diffusion, which was discussed earlier. The effect is observed in 
NH4CI04 (Prager and others, 1976) and shown in Figure 7. With increasing temperature the 
tunnel lines shift towards smaller energies and their width increases. The width of the tunnel 
lines follows an Arrhenius law and corresponds at higher temperatures to the relaxation time T 

for rotational-jump diffusion. 

CONCLUSION 

Recent neutron scattering measurements on ice Ih and on two-dimensional ice have been 
reported. The progress since the Ottawa conference is not great; it simply reflects the fact 
that translational symmetry, which normally eases experimental and theoretical work into 
lattice dynamics, is absent in ice. 

In addition, I have presented the results of investigations into the protonic positions and 
movements in solids. Such investigations involve the use of high-resolution inelastic neutron 
scattering. This might challenge one or other participants of this conference to use the 
facilities of the ILL. Unfortunately, however, applications of these techniques to ice still seem 
improbable. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. F. NAGLE: I would just like to amplify the remarks concerning Youngblood's work on copper 
formate tetrahydrate (CFT). Although it has not yet been possible to compute scattering 
amplitudes for the Allen model, Youngblood did use the exact correlation functions of Fisher 
and Stephenson for the dimer model, which is the high-temperature limit of the Alien model, 
to compute scattering amplitudes which display the V-shaped minimum. This is very strong 
evidence in support of ice rules in eFT. Thus, it is fair to say that a substantial amount of 
theoretical analysis has a lready been completed and shows good agreement with experiment. 

B. DORNER: This is correct. I did not go into a detailed review of Youngblood's work. As 
far as the measured intensity distribution in reciprocal space is concerned, there is no calculated 
distribution for larger q's. 
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